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Welcome to your spring 2019 English 201 course. Our course will work like a seminar around the
theme of digital justice/ digital rhetoric. This is your syllabus zine!
This syllabus was
designed as an old skool
Hip Hop zine where we
have limited printing/
production resources
but UNlimited
imaginations. It is as
home-grown and homemade as collard greens
grown in your backyard,
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intentionally so, in order to reduce the possibility of the floss and gloss of a corporate brochure. I
am trying to be different from today’s usual college syllabus that looks like just another
bureaucratic form. Many, if not all, of you have gone through hell and high water to get to a college
classroom. You deserve teachers with the kind of backbone who refuse to replicate the status
quo. This is my attempt.
In case you did not know this, professors are most often required to submit their syllabi to their
departments for review and/or filing. Unfortunately, most departments still want paper vs.

something more appropriate for the 21st century. If I had it my way, our syllabus would be a
hologram that each one of us could travel with. It would be a bunch of dope sistas who live
somewhere between being bgirls, emcees, professors/educators, and conjurewomen who
call/chant/dance up the ancestors to talk through the concepts and the assignments with you. I
ain’t got them kinda skills… not yet. Despite my technical limitations, I refuse to do the okey-doke
and just put words on the page. Old skool technologies still offer us many creative opportunities
and so this syllabus tries to hack back …on paper. I hope that this zine helps you to see that any
and EVERY boring academic requirement can be turned into something with some real flava and
actual human interest rather than just another standardized formula of writing and presentation.
As a zine, rather than a syllabus loaded with the usual, tired ol pages of rules, rules, and more rules,
I take my time explaining how, why, and what we are doing. Keep this zine throughout the
semester. It will tell you what you need to have ready when we meet. And most importantly, push
your imaginations and critical awareness to the limit. Let’s do this!
Peace…

Dr. Carmen Kynard, ph.d.
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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Welcome to the spring semester of English 201!

This semester is all about
DIGITAL JUSTICE: the justice
issues that move you most right
here and right now, the ways the
issue lives and moves people via
digital tools, and the digital
footprint that you yourself will
leave behind.
ENG 201 courses at John Jay
College are based on a theme
related to the study of rhetoric.
As we do our rhetorical studies,
you will be reading across
multiple disciplines, scholarly
fields, topics, and areas of study.

Course Website URL:

http://www.digirhetorics.org

ENGLISH 201

Please note that all of the course
policies, assignments, and
readings are located at the course
website (the address is listed to
the right). This document will
serve as your calendar for the
course. All of the images and
sounds on the website were
obtained from online sources;
source information is always
provided (a practice you will be expected to follow for your own work). Welcome!

Digital Justice/
Digital Rhetorics

In this class, we will be moving away from “writing a
Carmen’s Contact Information
paper” TO “designing pages.” For many of you, this
Office Room 7.65.27NB
move away from “the paper” is work that you regularly
524 West 59 Street
do anyway: you maintain a tumblr page, you are on
New York, NY 10019
facebook, you tweet, you post/repost to instagram or
Office
Mondays, 12:05-1:30pm
pinterest, you snapchat, you text, you order online, you
Hours Wednesdays, by appointment
apply for jobs online, and you might even already have a
professional ePortfolio. You are already a digital writer
Email professorkynard@gmail.com
with an audience; you are already a designer. The focus
Phone 212.621.4179
on digital rhetorics in this class means that we will
interrogate that kind of writing and designing and ask how it works to persuade in 21 century public
spheres. We will continually ask ourselves: How do digital technologies affect the ways we write,
conceptualize, and disseminate ideas? How are audiences impacted and to what ends? What are the
identities, practices, and strategies of persuasive techniques in digital contexts? These are questions that you
will answer based on the writing/designing that you do in this class, not abstract feelings and opinions about
the internet and technology. It’s like Janie tells her best friend in Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were
Watching God: “you got tuh go there tuh know there.” In other words: Don’t talk about it. Be. ABOUT. IT.
th

st

. . . More Context
In December 2013, J. Elizabeth Clark, a fellow CUNYite, gave a wonderful presentation called “Digital Todays,
Digital Tomorrows” at John Jay College. She shared her avid pursuit of scuba diving and then made a bold
comparison to schooling and criticized the ways that writing is currently taught. Clark began by showing
images of scuba diving equipment from previous decades, highlighting the ways that new technologies have
transformed the experiences of and possibilities for diving. By the 1970s, the buoyancy control devices,
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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pressure gauges, and single hose regulators performed very differently and became the norm, alongside
dive computers in the 1980s. While, of course, diving
gear from the early 1900s would certainly still work,
Clark insisted that she is not inclined to use that gear for
diving. In fact, scuba diving has a fascinating history
and with each technological advancement, its training
~Amiri Baraka
has also changed. This is not to say that diving is a
totally altered experience from its centuries-old
beginnings. However, today’s technological changes and new iterations have changed what divers can do
now. It’s unthinkable to imagine otherwise. Clark asked us why so many teachers and classrooms insist on
ignoring new technologies in ways that divers, for instance, never would (and this means something WAY
MORE than using that awful Blackboard platform). It would be like diving into a reef in 2014 with 1914
equipment. It’s a compelling argument (that she was already making in 2013!!!) and it is something that we
will take seriously in this class.

“Machines are an extension
of their inventor-creators…”

Though new technologies will drive the focus
of this class, remember that technology can’t do
ev’rythang. The expression that I use here is
quite intentional in its African American
cultural meanings. The deliberate, alternative
pronunciation is intended to emphasize the
impossibility and inanity of false, trumped-up
expectations. Technology does not RUN YOU!
You run it!
You will be encouraged to be witty,
interesting, visual, sonic, and creative in this
class. Last, but certainly not least, you will
always be encouraged to interrogate how your
own experiences, social positions, and
languages inform your perspectives.
In the early days of the semester, we will read
and write about the history and scope of new
media, rhetoric, and digital communication.
We will watch various lectures and
performances online and perform our own
rhetorical analyses. As we end the semester,
we will begin website projects of our own
design. All along that path, we will constantly
talk about digital justice and rhetorics as we
expand our own digital toolkits. Not only will
we leave the class with new technological
skills, we will think about all of this work
within the terms of rhetorical theory.

Writing about texts is perhaps the

singlemost, common trademark for the
kind of writing and thinking that is
expected of you in the academy. However,
this does NOT mean: that you write about
things you don’t care about, that you write
as if you sound like an encyclopedia/
wikipedia, that you omit your own voice
and perspective, that you cannot be
creative and energetic, that you must
sound like the type of person who might
wear wool/plaid jackets with suede
patches on the elbows in order to be taken
seriously, that you cannot be everything
that makes up your multiple selves, that
you cannot be Hip Hop, Soul, Bachata,
Bomba, Soca, Reggae, Metal, EDM, or
Rock-N-Roll, that you cannot have some
fun with it. You do not give up who you
are to be an academic writer; on the
contrary, you take who you are even
MORE seriously.

As a college student, you will be engaging
what is often called academic writing that, in
the 21 century, is as publicly shared, open,
and accessible as facebook. If it’s not
something that you wouldn’t want to go viral
Let’s start the work of this class right here. Notice how fonts, font size,
(and this includes emails), then do NOT hit
placement, subsection headings, charts, images, and color packaging all
send, submit, or upload. There is never any
communicate meaning and organization in this document. Begin to
writing that you do for a course blackboard,
understand this work as part of what it means to write and be literate in
the 21 century! Be ready to take on a 21 century world!
email, or ePortfolio, etc that is private. Your
classroom comments are not private either.
This does not mean that you have to hide who you are because writing and speaking are now public. It just
means that you need to be CLEAR on who you are. That is what this class is about. You are each public
academics/public intellectuals in this class. We will explore what writing like THAT kind of academic and
st

st

st

course website:
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intellectual can mean and do. Writing about texts is perhaps the singlemost, common trademark for the kind of
writing and thinking that is expected of you in the academy. However, this does NOT mean: that you write
about things you don’t care about, that you write as if you sound like an encyclopedia/ wikipedia, that you
omit your own voice and perspective, that you cannot be creative and energetic, that you must sound like

the type of person who might wear wool/plaid jackets with suede patches on the elbows in order to be
taken seriously, that you cannot be everything that makes up your multiple selves, that you cannot be Hip

Hop, Soul, Bachata, Bomba, Soca, Reggae, Metal, EDM, or Rock-N-Roll, that you cannot have some fun with it.
You do not give up who you are to be an academic writer; on the contrary, you take who you are even MORE
seriously.
There are no books to purchase as everything will be made available to you online. But please note that you
will need internet access and continual access to a computer to do the work of the class. If you do not have
broadband at home, plan to work on campus computers very often. Set up a Google Drive if you haven’t
already and keep everything there. You won’t need technological expertise for the class, just a willingness to
play around with sounds, images, and words and make things.
Your PUNCTUAL attendance is mandatory. Attendance is taken each class and lateness is marked after ten
minutes. Almost each class will begin with your colleagues’ presentations. Because ENG201 has higher
expectations than ENG101, you will be penalized more heavily for lateness and absence.
If you miss something in class due to absence, it will not be repeated for you. Each class agenda is available
to you online so if you miss a class, find the date of the class at the course website and look to see what you
missed. This is your own responsibility. Please do not email and ask what you missed. Look at the day’s
agenda.
If all of this sounds a little scary (or crazy), don’t let it feel that way. You made it through these classroom
doors with the dreams of countless ancestors, family members, and friends who are counting on you. Now is
your time. Your colleagues and teacher in this class are here to make it happen!

How Attendance Works in this Class (10 points)

Attendance counts for ten points of your final grade (see below for the full point-spread for the semester).
12 points
I attended every class and arrived on time for each class! Because so many students
in ENG101 and 201 have never missed a day of class or have ever been late, they
alone get rewarded with 2 extra credit points here.
10 points
I arrived late once. However, I was never absent.
9 points
I was absent for one class.
8 points

I missed two classes.
OR
I was late twice.
7 points
I missed three classes.
OR
I was late three times.
6 points
I missed four classes.
OR
I was late four times.
5 points
I missed five or more classes.
OR
I was late five or more times.
0 points
I missed six or more classes.
OR
I was late six or more times.
NOTE: If you receive an email about your misuse/over-use of your handheld device, that will be counted
as an absence from class.

Your Semester Password
for the Website

cuny
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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Grading & Expectations
The multidisciplinary, rhetorical focus of this course is common to all sections of English 201. Your task is to
give your work your own signature, pursue your own interests and passions, and develop a digital identity
with rhetorical awareness. Here are the main projects and assignments of the semester along with a general
grading overview (there will be detailed score sheets for the main project listed here). In terms of grading in
this class, your goal is to acquire 100 points. Your final grade is based on how many of the 100 points you
have by the end of the semester.
In this project, you will write your own
personal narrative of your memories and
experiences with digital technologies. You
1) Technological
do this as a zine or scrapbook. You can
Literacy Narrative will
expect a more fully detailed description of
5% of grade
how each of the points towards this project
counts. (5 points)
2)

Digital Justice
Presentation

The Long-Term Projects

4% of final grade

3) Digital

Justice
Essay

6% of final grade
4)

Digital Rhetoric
Ted Talk
6% of final grade

5)

Website Design
30% of final grade

6) Final

Exam/ Final
Reflections

6% of final grade

Weekly Work

7) Informal

Reading
Responses, Drafts,
and Annotations
32% of final grade

8)

Attendance &
Name Game

This 10-15 minute presentation will be
closely related to your website project. You
will present to the class (using Google
Presentations or Prezi) a digital project that
you like that is committed to social justice.
This presentation will go on your website at
the end of the semester. (4 points)
We will work on this essay in parts. It
works in tandem with the Digital Justice
Presentation. This essay will go on your
website at the end of the semester. (6
points)
We will work on this Ted Talk in parts. The
final product will be a video or speech that
examines digital rhetoric. (6 points)
In this project, you will be working with a
team to create a website that interrogates all
of the following: digital literacies, digital
justice, and digital rhetorics (each unit of
the course). You will choose from the
writings that you have done in the course.
(30 points)
The final exam for the course is a required
assignment for all ENG201 students: reflect
on the semester. You will do this on your
website during exam week after you have
submitted all work for the semester. (6
points)
Throughout the semester, you will be asked
to respond to readings and other activities.
These are worth two points each. You will
see these listed all across the syllabus where
it notes that two points are awarded. (32
points on total)
Come to each class on time. More
information about attendance is available
on the previous page. (11 points)

Overall Grading
98-100 points: A+
91-97 points: A
90 points: A88-89 points: B+
82-87 points: B
80-81 points: B78-79 points: C+
71-77 points: C
70 points: C-

69 points and below
is failing so you
will need to take
ENG 201 again!

11% of final grade

course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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The Course Calendar
Unit I:

Digital Literacies
In the most traditional and simplistic sense, literacy refers to reading and writing (the stuff that English classes
are usually about). But there is never anything simple about literacy. What you read (in school especially),
what and who gets published, what you write about, and how you write for institutions like college are
always VERY politically loaded. Literacy is never about simply punctuating sentences or knowing a lot of
vocabulary words that make you sound smart… even though far too many English teachers dumb down
literacy this way in their classrooms. Literacy is how you look at and act on your world. We focus on digital
literacies today because we need to remind ourselves that it is simply no longer enough to only read and write
a printed, alphabetic page. Writing classrooms today stress that being literate means being successful with
multiple technologies. That is where we will start the semester: we will politicize digital literacies in the 21
century and create our own technology literacy narratives.
st

Date

This column
gives you the
due date.
(1)

Monday,
January 28

(2)

Wednesday,
January 30

Your Assignment

This column describes the reading and writing that you need to do for that day of class. All of the
materials that you need will be on the website. All of the writing assignments described here are
DUE in class on that day!

This is our first day together. If you miss the first day(s), you will not be counted absent,
but you are still accountable for all assignments.
Before you leave today, make sure that you:
1) know EVERYONE’S name (this counts as ONE point for the semester’s reading
responses);
2) understand the homework for the next class (you will need to use the website for the
next class).
There is no class today because Carmen is presenting Do all of the following:
1. Go to the course website: www.digirhetorics.org. First click the “Put Some
Stank On It” tab and look at the main page and the subpages there. This section of the
course website tells you everything that you need to know about the class.
2. Please read this syllabus/calendar closely. Many of the assignments described here
will not make sense right now because we have not reached that part of the semester.
Trust that this will all make sense when we get there though. We will not stray much
from this calendar so you need to get yourself in the HABIT very quickly of following
and doing what is asked of you here. A course syllabus/calendar is like a trust
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org

(2)

Wednesday,
January 30

(3)

Monday,
February 4

between you and the professor. This is what spells out how to succeed--- the work
and the policies. There will be no surprises and everything in the course will be as
transparent as possible.
3. Send an email to Carmen using professorkynard@gmail.com with any comments or
curiosities that you have about the course syllabus and website.
4. Read Pearl Cleage’s “Why I Write.” Then write a 500-word response to it addressing
two things: a) What part(s) did you like or not like and why? B) What are the issues
that YOU like to write about and why? Make this 500-word response interesting and
creative. It does not need to be formal, boring, and stiff. It must be typed and it must
be at least 500 words. Email this essay to professorkynard@gmail.com . This is
Assignment #1 for the course (worth 2 points).
You have another reading assignment today by McGraw-Hill and Pannapacker. In
writing, choose one or the other author and make your own interesting argument about
the author. Do not be boring and stiff in your writing but make sure that you write this in
a way such that a reader can tell who and what you are referencing. These two readings
offer us a bigger conversation about why college students need to think about and
approach digital technologies critically today. Come to class with your reading response
to McGraw-Hill OR Pannapacker (choose one or the other and make your own interesting
argument about the author). This reading response must be 500 words (at least). It must
be typed and in hardcopy format. Emailed responses will not be accepted. This is
Assignment #2 for the course (worth 2 points).
In class, we will start work on technology literacy narratives. If you are absent, you will
need to go to the course website and figure out how to write a first draft on your own.

SOURCE: https://clalliance.org/blog/the-closed-loop-of-digital-literacy-debate/

(4)

Wednesday,
February 6

(5)

Monday,
February 11

For today’s class, read any one of the articles about digital literacy. Go to the course
website: www.digirhetorics.org. Go to the tab called “Digital Literacies” and
click on the subpage that is called “Readings in Digital Literacies.” Read any ONE article
there that you like. Write a 500-word response to this article like your last assignment on
McGraw-Hill and Pannapacker. This response must include: 500 words (at least), APA
in-text citations, APA bibliography, correct formatting, one quotation (with lead-in and
follow-up), an original title. It must be typed and submitted in hardcopy format. Emailed
essays will not be accepted. This is Assignment #3 for the course (worth 2 points).
Bring in a first draft of your technological literacy narrative. There are sample narratives
from students across the country at the course website. Go to the course website:
www.digirhetorics.org. Go to the tab called “Digital Literacies” and you will
see links there. When you get to class on this day, you will share your draft with
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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(5)

Monday,
February 11
(6)

Wednesday,
February 13
Monday,
February 18

colleagues. You will also receive the point-spread for this project. This draft must include:
500 words (at least), an original title. It must be typed and submitted in hardcopy format.
Emailed drafts will not be accepted. This is Assignment #4 for the course (worth 2
points).
Today your zine or scrapbook of your technological literacies narrative is due. Bring a
hard copy. Be prepared to share it with colleagues. The more creative you are with this,
THE BETTER! This is Assignment #5 for the course and it is the first project of the
course (worth 5 points).

NO CLASSES!

SOURCE: http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2017/6/4/weekly-digest-62

course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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Unit II:

Digital Justice in an Unjust World
#MeToo. #TimesUp. #UnapologeticallyBrown. #WithDACA. #ConDACAlogré. #HereToStay.
#BlackLivesMatter. #BlackTransLivesMatter. #BlackGirlMagic. #ICantBreathe. #SayHerName. #NoDAPL.
#IStandWithAhmed. #CrimingWhileWhite. #OscarsSoWhite. And (in the words of Erykah Badu) “it goes
on and on and on.” You could trace any one of these hashtags and uncover a range of social protests and
everyday folk doing all that they can to disrupt the oppressions surrounding their lived realities. These
hashtags represent more than just social media trends or a fleeting moment. These are social movements that
frame the time and space in which we think, write, and read the world. In this unit, we will chronicle the
activist projects that most inspire us and think about the positive and negative forces that digital technologies
unleash.

Date

This column
gives you the
due date.

(7)

Wednesday,
February 20

Your Assignment

This column describes the reading and writing that you need to do for that day of class. All of the
materials that you need will be on the website. All of the writing assignments described here are
DUE in class on that day!

In this next unit, you will focus on a social justice issue that YOU are passionate about,
something that you want to stay informed about for your own wisdom. Do one of the
following:
1. Choose an artist (musician, painter, dancer), poet, scholar, or writer who you would
like to study more. This has to be someone who maintains a social media/digital
presence themselves--- not the machine/record company behind them--- and has a
social justice focus.
2. Choose an activist or activist group who you would like to study more. You are
going to explore the social justice that motivates the group or person. This group
cannot be operating with a million-dollar budget! You are going to take a look at the
digital archive of your chosen activist this semester.
3. Choose a hashtag that you would like to study more. You are going to explore the
social justice issues that drive this hashtag forward.
For today’s class, you need a 500-word piece of writing called Digital Log #1. It must be
typed and submitted in hardcopy format. Emailed essays will not be accepted Go to the
course website: www.digirhetorics.org. Go to the tab called “Digital Justice”
and you will see your full directions there.

(8)

Monday,
February 25

In class today, we will spend our time signing up for presentations and discussing this
project in full. If you do not sign-up for a presentation because you missed class, your
pickings will be slim when you return. This is Assignment #6 for the course (worth 2
points).
For today’s class, read any one of the articles about digital justice. Go to the course
website: www.digirhetorics.org. Go to the tab called “Digital Justice” and click
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org

(8)

Monday,
February 25

(9)

Wednesday,
February 27

(10)

Monday,
March 4

(11)

Wednesday,
March 6

(12)

Monday,
March 11

(13)

Wednesday,
March 13

on the subpage that is called “Readings in Digital Justice.” Read any ONE article there
that you like. Choose an essay that might seem most related to the digital justice topic that
you have chosen. If nothing relates to your topic, then you will need to use the library
databases and find a peer-reviewed journal article on your own. Please note: only peerreviewed journal articles count for this reading assignment. These are not easy readings
so pace yourself. Print out the article and ANNOTATE THE WHOLE thing. Highlight or
circle the points that the author makes that you like. Do this at least FIVE TIMES. For each
of these five highlights, write a detailed comment in the margin that you feel connects to
your digital justice topic. You are going to submit this printed-out article with your
comments in the margins in class today for credit. If you have an online app that can do
this, feel free to do so and email me the digitized annotations. This is Assignment #7 for
the course (worth 2 points).
Go back to the article that you read and highlighted for the previous class. Write a 500word response to this article that is modeled like your first assignment. Connect this
article to your justice topic now. This response must include: 500 words (at least), APA intext citations, APA bibliography, correct formatting, one quotation (with lead-in and
follow-up), an original title. It must be typed and submitted in hardcopy format. Emailed
essays will not be accepted. This is Assignment #8 for the course (worth 2 points).
For today’s class, you will do a 500-word writing called Digital Log #2. Go to the course
website: www.digirhetorics.org. Go to the tab called “Digital Justice” and
choose the subpage called “Digital Justice Logs #2 and #3.” This assignment asks you to
start taking a REALLY CLOSE look now at your digital justice topic. Think about the
ways that the authors you read spoke about their topics. That’s the kind of detailed
analysis that you need now. You only need to answer the questions for digital log #2.
This has to be at least 500 words. It must be typed and submitted in hardcopy format.
Emailed essays will not be accepted. Log #2 must have screenshots showing the online
spaces you have reviewed. This is Assignment #9 for the course (worth 2 points).
For today’s class, combine your digital log #1 and #2. Give it an interesting opening and
add in information and detail. This writing should be at least 1000 words since you are
combining previous writings. This must be typed and submitted in hardcopy format.
Emailed essays will not be accepted. This is Assignment #10 for the course (worth 2
points).
We are winding down the digital justice projects now. All presentations are also ending
(worth 4 points). You should have the makings of a serious and original research essay
now. Decide on at least two sources that you will add on to what you submitted in the
last class. Send an email to professorkynard@gmail.com by 11pm tonight with the two
sources you will use and send this information in CORRECT APA format. Both sources
need to be peer-reviewed essays (at least 10 pages long) and can include anything read in
the class or on the course website. If you do not use something from this class, then you
need to use a library database as demonstrated in class for your sources. This is
Assignment #11 for the course (worth 2 points).
Your final essay for your digital justice topic is due in class today. It must be 1200 words
long and include: APA in-text citations, APA bibliography, correct formatting, one
quotation (with lead-in and follow-up),4+ images from your digital feeds, 2 sources, an
original title. It must be typed and submitted in hardcopy format. Emailed essays will not
be accepted. This is Assignment #12 for the course (worth 6 points).

course website:
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Unit III:

Digital Rhetorics
The term, digital rhetorics, might seem new or strange to you. However, you have been engaging digital
rhetorics all along this semester--- first, in looking at the way technology has shaped you and then in looking
at how justice is imagined through digital means. Now we step back and theorize the work that we have done
from the very specific terms of digital rhetoric. Don’t count on the scholarship of digital rhetoric to go deeply
into the social and political issues that you have already explored. The scholarship of digital rhetoric is just a
tool that we will borrow from and push past when we need to.

Date

This column
gives you the
due date.

Your Assignment

This column describes the reading and writing that you need to do for THAT day of class. All of the
materials that you need will be on the website. All of the writing assignments described here are
DUE in class on that day!

Go to the course website and choose the tab that is called “Digital Rhetoric.” Read where it
says “Start Here.” Listen to Aja Monet’s words in the background or play the video on the
page.
Now scroll; down to where it says “Readings” and click the words that say "The Art and
Science of Influential Web Content: What Rhetoric Really Is" by Colleen Jones. Read
that entire article (it is an online article). Make sure you forward to all six pages of the
article. Then click on the video called "Using the Rhetorical Triangle and Rhetorical
Appeals.” Please watch the entire video (it is a short, 8-minute video).
(14)

Monday,
March 18

Write something creative (in any form that you like: a letter, a dialogue with your
computer, etc) that offers a definition of rhetoric that is useful for you. Try to make this
piece as interesting as you possibly can. In your writing, define IN YOUR OWN WORDS
these following four, central principles of rhetorical theory: 1) the persuasive appeals, 2)
identification, 3) strategic repetition, and 4) kairos. The more you can make these concepts
your own, the more you will understand rhetoric. As you close your writing, make an
argument about how digital cultures are inherently rhetorical spaces/places. Do the best
you can here, especially if rhetorical theory is new for you. You are not being asked to
become an expert YET (do trust that you are moving in that direction); just try and wrap
your head and writing around these ideas.
This writing should be at least 500 words. Please print it out and bring it to class with you,
ready to share with others. Any hardcopy not submitted in class will be counted as late.
This writing needs APA in-text citations and an APA bibliography.
Remember, you are trying to come up with a definition in your own head. There are essays
from students from previous semesters in ENG 201 that you can see for inspiration at the
tab on the website also. This is Assignment #13 for the course (worth 2 points).

course website:

www.digirhetorics.org

(15)

Wednesday,
March 20

(16)

Monday,
March 25

Today, we are going to go deeper into rhetoric. We will start with Sara Wachter-Boettcher’s
work. Go to the course website and choose the tab that is called “Digital Rhetoric” and
choose the subpage called “Technically Wrong.” You have one of two choices:
1. Watch one of the videos and take at least 2 pages of notes (these can be sloppy and
handwritten). You will submit your notes in class.
2. Read the excerpt from the text. Print it out and annotate the text in the margins (at least
10 comments). Bring your annotated copy to class with you.
Come to class with your notes and be ready to talk about what this has to do with rhetoric!
This is Assignment #14 for the course (worth 2 points).
We are going to now place Safiya Nobel back-to-back with Sara Wachter-Boettcher’s work.
Nobel’s work is considered “academic” but she is also a public intellectual like WachterBoettcher. Now that you know Wachter-Boettcher’s argument, Safiya Nobel’s focus will
make more sense to you. Go to the course website and choose the tab that is called
“Digital Rhetoric” and choose the subpage called “Algorithms of Oppression.” Nobel
gives many public talks so many of them are organized on this website at this webpage.
Watch one of the videos and take at least 2 pages of notes (these can be sloppy and
handwritten). You will submit your notes in class. This is Assignment #15 for the course
(worth 2 points).

“Use language as a weapon, as a strategy for survival.”
~Paule Marshall
Today, we are going to read our final articles about digital rhetoric. Try and find something
that generally interests you. You have many choices here. Go to the tab of the website
called “Digital Rhetoric.” You will see a subpage called “More on ‘Technically Wrong’.”
Choose any ONE article and read it.

(17)

Wednesday,
March 27

Pace yourself as you read. This will not be a light reading assignment so don’t start it late.
Your article will not be quick or easy to read, but you will be able to handle it. After/as you
finish reading, write an essay that addresses all of the following:
1. What is this article mainly about? Pretend you are explaining it to someone who
has not read it.
2. What does this have to do with digital rhetoric?
3. Find 1-2 interesting points and explain why AND how these points offer interesting
rhetorical analyses or issues to consider.
4. Find one quote from the author and incorporate that into the text.
Write this as an essay. This means that you MUST NOT repeat these prompts and write
things like “One point I found interesting is....” That’s a high school quiz answer, not a
college essay. Make your piece interesting, inspirational, political, witty, surprising,
humorous, and/or serious.
This writing should be at least 500 words. Please print it out and bring it to class with you,
ready to share with others. Any hardcopy not submitted in class will be counted as late.
This writing needs APA in-text citations and an APA bibliography. Please also make
sure that you follow the assignment formatting requirements. This is Assignment #16 for
the course (worth 2 points).

read. write. resist.
course website:

www.digirhetorics.org
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(18)

Monday,
April 1
(19)

Wednesday,
April 3

Take the note and writing that you did for the last classes and now make a case about
digital rhetoric and our social world today. Come to class with at least 150 words of an
opening paragraph that you will read aloud as a speech to a few classmates. This writing
needs APA in-text citations and an APA bibliography. This is Assignment #17 for the
course (worth 2 points).
Your video or speech on digital rhetoric is due in class today. We are going to begin prep
work for website design now. If you miss this day of class, you will need to look on the
agenda for the workbook that you need to submit. This is Assignment #18 for the course
and is also the final project before we start web design (worth 6 points).

SOURCE: https://hardinlifeboatethics.weebly.com/the-rhetorical-appeals.html

course website:
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Unit IV:

Digital Praxis
Now comes the time where you must really walk what you talk. You will present your writing and thinking
on a collaborative website for public audiences. For now, you should be thinking seriously about your
writings and just imagine that you will be designing multiple webpages that correspond with your theoretical
positions and activist connections. Since this is a public-facing digital project, this means that your writing is
bigger than just an assignment for a teacher. This class thus holds you accountable for NOT merely talking
about justice and activism… but also talking to and with it! If you don’t feel comfortable with digital design,
please still stick with it… the tech part of the work will be easy and you will be guided through it. Please note:
we will be in a computer lab for these classes. No lab demo will be repeated for you if you miss class.

Date

This column
gives you the due
date.
(20)

Monday,
April 8

(21)

Wednesday,
April 10
Come to the
Computer Lab!

(22)

Monday,
April 15

Your Assignment

This column describes the reading and writing that you need to do for THAT day of class. All of
the materials that you need will be on the website. All of the writing assignments described here
are DUE in class on that day!

Today, we begin planning for the final website project. Come to class with the worksheet
that you were given (if you missed the last class, then you will have to look at the
previous agenda to download the worksheet on your own). You need to do the
worksheet before class. This worksheet will be what you use when you meet and plan
with your website group. Submit your worksheet at the end of class. This is Assignment
#19 for the course (worth 2 points).
Today, in class, we begin working with weebly in collaborative web teams. Your first
task will be to design an “About Me” page. We are not focusing on content so much here;
instead we are learning website design in this class. Before you come to class, please do
everything that is described at the course website at the page called “Your About Me
Page” (this page is a subpage under “Digital Praxis”). This webpage also includes links to
sample bio pages from other students.
After you read everything at the page called “Your About Me Page”, come to class with:
1. your bio (at least 250 words)
2. at least 4 images of yourself or photos that you like
3. a song you like from soundcloud.com
4. at least one video that you like from youtube
You need to come to class with this writing emailed to yourself AND on a keydrive or
google drive to upload today. Today is the day that we will start playing with weebly. If
you are absent this day or any other demo day, there will be no make-up demo for you.
Your bio page is due today. It will be graded and must include all of the four items as
listed above. We are now almost at the Spring break. Everything will move fast when we

course website:

www.digirhetorics.org

Come to the
Computer Lab!
(23)

Wednesday,
April 17
Come to the
Computer Lab!

get back. Use this day and the break to revise the other two essays that you are adding to
your website. This is Assignment #20 for the course (worth 3 points).
Today we are going to work on your digital justice page. Have your prezi and/or google
slides ready. Come with your essay ready to design a webpage. Find images (make a
note of the URL for the images). To see a sample webpage for what this can look like and
do, go to Rebekah Love’s webpage called #ThisSh*tIsForUs:
https://bwequations.weebly.com/digital-story-telling.html. Notice how Rebekah breaks
up the text and really creates a multimedia page. To see another sample webpage from a
student who uses dividing lines to break up his research, go to Steven Talero’s webpage
called “Que Viva La Joteria”: https://unapologeticallylatinxqueer.weebly.com/dont-callme-papi.html. Decide which style you will use and come prepared to design your
webpage.

April 22 &
April 24

SPRING BREAK

(24)

Work on your other two subpages. You should have a feel for weebly now. Keep
working on this over the week and weekend. It will all be graded for the next class.
Remember that each webpage must have weblinked images, weblinked sentences,
sound/video, no indentations, wrap-around text, no free-floating images/videos, etc.
You will lose points based on design. Remember everything that we have learned about
digital rhetoric: the words alone no longer carry all of your meeting. The design is also
central to the meaning!
Today, you need to finish your three subpages (worth 5 pages each). If you are done, you
can begin working on your main page. If you are far behind, get crackin! The project is
almost done now and the semester is almost over. This website carries the bulk of your
grade. If you are not paying attention in the lab and socializing or if you have done very
little of the writing this semester, your luck has now run out. Please also take a look at
the point-spread so that you know all of the specifics for how this website project will be
graded. This is Assignment #21 for the course (worth 15 points).
Today, your three subpages should be done. In the lab, we will be work on the main
page that introduces everything that you have built so far. After today, all of your
individual subpages should be done. The only thing you will work on next week is the
logo of the whole site. Time is now up. Go back to your worksheet and look at what you
wrote about the connections between your essays. That is how you should open your
main webpage. Remember that your mainpage and subpages should all have titles that
are interesting.
By now your main page has been graded. This is Assignment #22 for the course (worth
7 points). You will not have time during class to work on your individual
pages as they have all been graded now. You will use this last day in the lab to
work on your collaborative role. You have a few options: 1) design a logo and home
page; 2) design the “About Us” page; 3) organize the group presentation. You will
receive a grade for the work you can complete.

Monday,
April 29
Come to the
Computer Lab!
(25)

Wednesday,
May 24
Come to the
Computer Lab!
(26)

Monday,
May 6
Come to the
Computer Lab!
(27)

Wednesday,
May 8
Come to the
Computer Lab!

Last Day of Class!
(28)

Monday,
May 13

Come back to the classroom on this day. This is our last day of the semester. Each group
will present its website on this day of class. By 8am in the morning, each website must be
launched. 1-2 members of your group is responsible for making sure that the
presentation runs smoothly and does not run over time. Good Luck! And
CONGRATULATIONS on finishing your websites! You will be graded for your
collaborative role on this day of class. This is Assignment #23 for the course (worth 5
points).

PLEASE NOTE: You can take any ONE point-spread from the semester and revise

that assignment. Please retain each and every point spread (or scan it). On the last day of
class, re-submit that ONE point-spread if you want a re-grade. If you do not have the
point-spread, you will not receive the re-grade. NO EXCEPTIONS!

course website:
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Unit V:

Digital Sankofa
All ENG201 students are required to do written reflections of their semester. The concept of Sankofa will
guide both how and why we do this required assignment at the end of this class. Visually and symbolically,
Sankofa is represented as the mythic bird that flies forward but is constantly looking backward with an egg in
her mouth (see the image at the top). The egg symbolizes the future. In the Akan language in Ghana, the
concept is expressed as: "se wo were fi na wosan kofa a yenki" which translates to "it is not taboo to go back
and fetch what you forgot." Sankofa means that you need to reach back into what and who you “usedta be,”
take the best of what your past has to teach you, and use all of that to achieve your full potential in the
future. Whatever we have lost, forgotten, forgone or have been stripped of, we can reclaim, revive, preserve,
and (re)present. At its core, Sankofa is what final reflections offer us: a chance to look backward in order to
simultaneously move forward.

Final Exam=Final Reflection

Final Exam
Monday,
May 20
10:30am12:30pm

There is no official “final exam” for the class. On final exam day, you have to write a
reflection on your website of your writing and thinking for the semester. Go to the course
website and choose the tab that is called “Digital Sankofa.” Read the page. You have
questions to answer that go on your website. Go to the webpage under your section of the
website called Reflections. That page may be hidden from navigation so look for it under
PAGES. For extra credit, you can now also do a process page where you show all of your
process. This is last Assignment (#24) for the course (worth 6 points).

All around us are the consequences of the most significant
technological, and hence cultural, revolution in generations.
~Lawrence Lessig

course website:
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Official Policies We Must All Know
Accommodations
Special learning needs will be accommodated in this class by
both teacher AND peers. Officially, “qualified students with
disabilities will be provided reasonable academic
accommodations if determined eligible by the Office of
Accessibility Services (OAS). Prior to granting disability
accommodations in this course, the instructor must receive
written verification of a student’s eligibility from the OAS, which
is located at L66 in the new building (212-237-8031).” Please let
me know of your own preferred and required accommodations
as soon as possible. The class will do its best to think of design
and access and welcomes students to hold the teacher and
instruction ACCOUNTABLE to this.
Plagiarism (required school policy)
Plagiarism will be an issue that we talk about here in the course because
you need some awareness of what those conversations sound like at
your college. Please go here to see John Jay’s policies:
http://www.jjay.cuny.edu/762.php
For the purposes of this class (and, if you so choose, for your identity as
a writer), a Yoruba proverb will be our guide: “We stand on the
shoulders of those who have gone before us.” Standing on the shoulders
of your elders, ancestors, and community/communities means that you
acknowledge them. When you are inspired by someone’s wisdom and
vision in your writing, when you are conscious of their imprint, you say
that... you release that acknowledgement into the universe. Please take
seriously the philosophy guiding this Yoruba proverb and the practices
just described: you always stop, take notice, and make mention of where
you come from and who got you here. Let that guide you as a writing
practice. Make the ways of citing and siting your sources of wisdom a
deeper practice than just summarizing, paraphrasing, and memorizing
the rules of APA or MLA style so no one can accuse you of
plagiarism. Pay homage to the shoulders you are standing on. It makes
a difference.

Offensive Language
Racist, homophobic, sexist language is generally inappropriate for any
classroom but moreso here, given what we are studying. Such issues
will be addressed seriously so don’t go there.

Learning Objectives for ENG 201
Invention and Inquiry: Students learn
to explore and develop their ideas and the
ideas of others in a thorough, meaningful,
complex and logical way.

Awareness and Reflection: Students

learn to identify concepts and issues in their
own writing and analytically talk and write
about them.

Writing Process: Students learn

methods of composing, drafting, revising,
editing and proofreading.

Rhetoric and Style: Students learn

rhetorical and stylistic choices that are
appropriate and advantageous to a variety
of genres, audiences and contexts.

Claims and Evidence: Students learn to
develop logical and substantial claims,
provide valid and coherent evidence for
their claims and show why and how their
evidence supports their claims.

Research: Students learn to conduct

research (primary and secondary), evaluate
research sources, integrate research to
support their ideas, and cite sources
appropriately.

Sentence Fluency: Students learn to

write clear, complete and correct sentences
and use a variety of complex and
compound sentence types.

Conventions: Students learn to control
language, linguistic structures, and
punctuation necessary for diverse literary
and academic writing contexts.

“I want to live the rest of my life, however long or short, with as
much sweetness as I can decently manage, loving all the people I
love, and doing as much as I can of the work I still have to do. I
am going to write fire until it comes out of my ears, my eyes, my
noseholes--everywhere. Until it's every breath I breathe. I'm going
to go out like a f**king meteor!”
~Audre Lorde

course website:
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Notes
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